Underscore Definition of Underscore by Merriam Webster Recent Examples on the Web Verb More broadly, the
change underscores the card networks campaigns to encourage consumers to ditch cash, even for small purchases
Annamaria Andriotis, WSJ, JPMorgan Wants Card Customers to Pay With a Tap, Nov Beyond a fantasy kitchen s
bells and whistles, Porowski underscores the poignant value of a gathering place to cook. Underscore Define
Underscore at Dictionary To underscore the shame, street sweepers followed along behind the prisoners, cleaning
the street Ukraine Parades for Independence Day Under Putin s Shadow Anna Nemtsova August , To underscore
the point The Constitution strongly protects us against theocrats who would pass religious precepts into law.
Underscore Wikipedia The symbol underscore _ , also called underline, low line or low dash, is a character that
originally appeared on the typewriter and was primarily used to underline words. What is an Underscore Computer
Hope Oct , The underscore, by contrast, takes the place of another character, like a number, letter, or symbol it
cannot be used under another character Underscore in file names It is not uncommon to use an underscore in a file
name in place of a space, especially on the Internet. underscore npm Underscore.js is a utility belt library for
JavaScript that provides support for the usual functional suspects each, map, reduce, filter without extending any
core JavaScript objects Underscore definition of underscore by The Free Dictionary The centuries old blood feud
that permeates everyone s consciousness is not investigated enough in Nanin s adaptation to fully understand the
fierce emotions that underscore the attitudes and actions of the groom s Mother played with a hypnotic, controlled
fury by Irene De Bari and the Groom s land hungry Father Jade Hykush. underscore English Spanish Dictionary
WordReference underscore Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions Underscore Projects Our
projects have spanned a broad spectrum of application and problem domains, from software product design to
business development. How to Type an Underscore Techwalla Mar , An underscore is the symbol _ that looks like
a long hyphen positioned at the bottom of the line If you ve wondered what the name of the symbol is, you have
your answer underscore In most contexts, you won t encounter the symbol, but it comes up a lot when you deal
with computer code and email addresses. Underscores A Starter Theme for WordPress What is Underscores Hi I m
a starter theme called _s, or underscores, if you like.I m a theme meant for hacking so don t use me as a Parent
Theme Instead try turning me into the next, most awesome, WordPress theme out there. underscore YouTube
Underscore is the channel of producer Jack B, a game developer, artist, and scotch lover from South Australia The
current productions I m working on are Ri UNDERSCORE definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary
underscore meaning to underline the character _ on a computer keyboard, used to draw a line under a letter or
word, and also used in file names where a space is not allowed to emphasize the importance something Learn .
Underscore VC An Aligned Community of Entrepreneurs and Boston based venture capital firm empowering
entrepreneurs by surrounding you with, and investing in, a community of proven experts Join us Underscored
definition of underscored by The Free Dictionary In the Hebrew Scripture hospitality is underscored with classic
stories, such as the welcoming of the three strangers by Abraham and Sarah Genesis , and with God s command to
Israel to welcome the stranger and sojourner because the Israelites themselves

